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RAGE
By Bob Woodward
September 2020
An unprecedented and intimate tour de force of new reporting on the Trump
presidency facing a global pandemic, economic disaster and racial unrest.
Woodward, the No 1 international bestselling author of Fear: Trump in the White
House, has uncovered the precise moment the president was warned that
the Covid-19 epidemic would be the biggest national security threat to his
presidency. In dramatic detail, Woodward takes readers into the Oval Office as
Trump’s head pops up when he is told in January 2020 that the pandemic could
reach the scale of the 1918 Spanish Flu that killed 675,000 Americans.
In 17 on-the-record interviews with Woodward over seven volatile months - an
utterly vivid window into Trump’s mind - the president provides a self-portrait
that is part denial and part combative interchange mixed with surprising moments
of doubt as he glimpses the perils in the presidency and what he calls the
'dynamite behind every door'. At key decision points, Rage shows how Trump’s responses to the crises of
2020 were rooted in the instincts, habits and style he developed during his first three years as president.
Rage draws from hundreds of hours of interviews with first-hand witnesses as well as participants’ notes,
emails, diaries, calendars and confidential documents.
Territory: World
1st Serial/British/Translation/Electronic Version/Audio: Simon & Schuster
Electronic Adaptation/Film: Williams & Connolly/Robert Barnett (202) 434-5034
rbarnett@wc.com
25 Twelfth Street, NW, Washington, DC 20005
Audio: Simon & Schuster Audio
British: Simon & Schuster UK
Dutch: Spectrum
German: Hanser
Japanese: Nikkei
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LET US DREAM
By Pope Francis
December 2020
In this revelatory, uplifting, and practical book, the preeminent spiritual
leader explains why we must—and how we can—make the world safer,
fairer, and healthier for all people.
He begins Let Us Dream by exploring what this crisis can teach us about
how to handle upheaval of any kind in our own lives and the world at
large. With unprecedented candor, he reveals how three crises in his own
life changed him dramatically for the better. By its very nature, he shows,
crisis presents us with a choice: we make a grievous error if we try to
return to some pre-crisis state. But if we have the courage to change, we
can emerge from the crisis better than before.
Francis then offers a brilliant, scathing critique of the systems and
ideologies that conspired to produce the current crisis, from a global
economy obsessed with profit and heedless of the people and environment
it harms, to politicians who foment their people’s fear and use it to increase
their own power at their people’s expense.
Finally, the Pope offers an inspiring and actionable blueprint for building a better world for all humanity by
putting the poor and the planet at the heart of new thinking. For this plan, he draws not only on sacred
sources, but on the latest findings from renowned scientists, economists, activists, and other thinkers. Yet
rather than simply offer prescriptions, he shows how ordinary people acting together despite their differences
can discover unforeseen possibilities.
The book is the fruit of many exchanges between Pope Francis and his biographer, Austen Ivereigh, in the
weeks following the coronavirus lockdown.
160 pages.
Territory: World
1st Serial/British/Translation/Electronic Version/Audio: Simon & Schuster
Electronic Adaptation/Film: The Barry Office/William G. Barry wgbarry@gmail.com
36 Richards Road, Port Washington, New York 11050
British: Simon & Schuster UK
French: Flammarion
German: Koesel/Random House
Portuguese (B): Sextante
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Is This Anything?
By Jerry Seinfeld
October 2020
The first book in twenty-five years from Jerry Seinfeld features his best work
across five decades in comedy.
Since his first performance at the legendary New York nightclub “Catch a
Rising Star” as a twenty-one-year-old college student in fall of 1975, Jerry
Seinfeld has written his own material and saved everything. “Whenever I came
up with a funny bit, whether it happened on a stage, in a conversation, or
working it out on my preferred canvas, the big yellow legal pad, I kept it in one
of those old school accordion folders,” Seinfeld writes. “So I have everything I
thought was worth saving from forty-five years of hacking away at this for all I
was worth.”
For this book, Jerry Seinfeld has selected his favorite material, organized
decade by decade. In page after hilarious page, one brilliantly crafted
observation after another, readers will witness the evolution of one of the great comedians of our time and
gain new insights into the thrilling but unforgiving art of writing stand-up comedy.
Territory: World
1st Serial/British/Translation/Electronic Version/Audio: Simon & Schuster
Electronic Adaptation/Film: CAA/Christian Carino (212) 277-9000
christian.carino@caa.com
405 Lexington Avenue, 19th fl., New York 10174
Audio: Simon & Schuster Audio
British: Simon & Schuster UK
Dutch: Spectrum
Finnish: Bazar Kustannus
Portuguese (B): Intrinsca
Portuguese (P): Vogals/2020 Editora
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HOW TO LEAD
By David M. Rubenstein
September 2020
An inspirational study of leadership from the co-founder of The Carlyle Group, based
on conversations with the world’s greatest living leaders.
Drawn from his Bloomberg TV show, The David Rubenstein Show in which Rubenstein
interviewed top business, cultural and governmental leaders, the book will include
interviews with pioneering leaders who reflect on their landmark careers. The cast
includes Jeff Bezos; Richard Branson; Warren Buffett; Presidents George W. Bush
& Bill Clinton; Jamie Dimon; Bill & Melinda Gates; Phil Knight; Indra Nooyi;
Oprah; Tim Cook; Yo-Yo Ma; Condoleezza Rice; Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg;
Jack Nicklaus; and many more.
Through the interviews we learn:






Jeff Bezos harnesses the power of wandering, discovering that his best decisions have been made
with heart and intuition, rather than analysis.
Sir Richard Branson never goes into a venture looking to make a profit. He aims to make the best in
field.
Phil Knight views Nike as a marketing company whose product is its most important marketing tool.
How Tim Cook followed the legendary Steve Jobs and built an even stronger company?
How Jack Nicklaus became the world’s greatest golfer

David M. Rubenstein is a Co-Founder and Co-Executive Chairman of The Carlyle Group, one of the
world’s largest and most successful private investment firms. Mr. Rubenstein co -founded the firm in
1987. Since then, Carlyle has grown into a firm managing $223 billion from 33 offices in North
America, South America, Europe, the Middle East, Africa, Asia and Australia.
Territory: World
1st Serial/British/Translation/Electronic Version/Audio: Simon & Schuster
Electronic Adaptation/Film: Williams & Connolly/Robert Barnett (202) 434-5034
rbarnett@wc.com
25 Twelfth Street, NW, Washington, DC 20005
Chinese (SI): Citic
Hungarian: XXI Szazad/21st Century
Japanese: Bunkyosha
Korean: Tornado
Portuguese (B): Intrinseca
Russian: Mann, Ivanov & Ferber
Ukrainian: Laboratory
Vietnamese: Tan Viet Culture and Education
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THE GUCCI MANE GUIDE TO GREATNESS
By Gucci Mane
October 2020
From the platinum selling recording artist and New York Times bestselling author
of The Autobiography of Gucci Mane comes The Gucci Mane Guide To
Greatness - an unprecedented look at Gucci Mane’s secrets to success, health,
wealth and self-improvement.
In this inspiring follow-up to his iconic memoir, Gucci Mane gifts us with his
playbook for living your best life. Packed with stunning
photographs, The Gucci Mane Guide to Greatness distils
the legend’s timeless wisdom into a one-of-a-kind
motivational guidebook. Using examples from his life of
unparalleled success, Gucci Mane looks inwards and
upwards to offer his blueprint for greatness.
272 pages.
Territory: World
1st Serial/British/Translation/Electronic Version/Audio: Simon & Schuster
Electronic Adaptation/Film: Sterling Lord Literistic/Robert Guinsler (212) 780-6050
robert@sll.com
115 Broadway, Suite 1602, New York 10006
Audio: Simon & Schuster Audio
British: Simon & Schuster UK
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Ron Friedman
DECODING GREATNESS

SF
April 2021

A game-changing approach to mastery that will transform the way you learn new skills, generate
creative ideas, and think about success.
For generations, we’ve been taught there are two ways to succeed—either from talent or practice.
In Decoding Greatness, award-winning social psychologist Ron Friedman illuminates a powerful
third path—one that has quietly launched icons in a wide range of fields, from artists, writers, and
chefs, to athletes, inventors, and entrepreneurs: reverse engineering.
To reverse engineer is to look beyond what is evident on the surface and
find a hidden structure. It’s the ability to taste an intoxicating dish and
deduce its recipe, to listen to a beautiful song and discern its chord
progression, to watch a horror film and grasp its narrative arc. Using eyeopening examples of top performers—from Agatha Christie to Andy
Warhol, Barack Obama to Serena Williams—and groundbreaking
research on pattern recognition, skill acquisition, and creative genius,
Friedman reveals the staggering power of reverse engineering and teaches
you how to harness this vital skill for yourself.
You’ll learn how to take apart models you admire, pinpoint precisely what makes them work, and
apply that knowledge to develop novel ideas, methods, and products that are uniquely your own.
Along the way, you’ll meet the culinary detective who exposes top-secret recipes, the burglar who
can visit a bank and recreate its blueprints, and the celebrated artist who reverse engineered his way
to the top of his profession without any formal education.
Bursting with unforgettable stories and actionable strategies, Decoding Greatness is an indispensable
guide to learning from the best, improving your skills, and sparking breakthrough ideas. Ron
Friedman draws on the latest scientific research to show how reverse engineering unleashes
creativity and leads to success.
Ron Friedman, Ph.D., is an award-winning social psychologist who specializes in human
motivation. Dr. Friedman has served on the faculty of the University of Rochester, Nazareth College,
and Hobart and William Smith Colleges, and has consulted for some of the world’s most successful
organizations.
Territory: World
1st Serial/British/Translation/Electronic Version/Audio: Simon & Schuster
Electronic Adaptation/Film: Lucinda Literary/Lucinda Blumenfeld (917) 722-6323
lucinda@lucindaliterary.com
575 Madison Avenue, New York 10022
British: Simon & Schuster UK
Japanese: Kanki
Korean: Across Publishing
Russian: Popuri
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Sanjay Gupta, M.D.
KEEP SHARP

PP
June 2020
An in-depth look at the science of staving off cognitive degradation with advice to
readers on how to stay sharp, hold onto their memories, and not lose their minds.
Keep Sharp is an engaging, data-driven, and accessible owner’s manual for keeping
your brain in excellent working condition. The book starts with an overview how of
the brain works, debunking common myths about aging and cognitive decline. Dr.
Gupta then introduces readers to top scientists around the globe whose cutting-edge
research has produced sometimes-shocking discoveries about how best to heighten
and protect brain function.

You’ll learn whether there’s a ‘best’ diet for the brain and whether it’s healthier to
play video games that exercise memory, attention, processing speed, and problem
solving or to simply engage in a little more social interaction. You’ll discover what
we can learn from super-brained people – who reach their eighth and ninth decade with no signs of slowing
down – and whether there are truly any benefits to drugs, supplements, and vitamins. Part Two ends with a
twelve-week program to put in place the practical strategies Dr. Gupta recommends, building a stronger brain
day by day.
In the last part of the book, Dr. Gupta addresses brain disease, particularly dementia, answering questions such
as: What should you do when you notice the early signs? What treatments are available? And how can a spouse
remain healthy while caring for a partner experiencing cognitive decline? Dr. Gupta also casts an eye to the
future, discussing the remarkable advances expected in the next ten to twenty years, including perhaps even
successful therapy for Alzheimer’s disease.
Sanjay Gupta is an American neurosurgeon and medical reporter. He serves as associate chief of the
neurosurgery service at Grady Memorial Hospital in Atlanta, Georgia, and as assistant professor of
neurosurgery at the Emory University School of Medicine. He is the multiple Emmy-award winning chief
medical correspondent for CNN. Gupta, a practicing neurosurgeon, is also the host of the CNN series Chasing
Life with Dr. Sanjay Gupta. He is the bestselling author of Chasing Life and Cheating Death. Dr. Gupta has
2.4 million Twitter followers.

Territory: World
1st Serial/British/Translation/Electronic Version/Audio: Simon & Schuster
Electronic Adaptation/Film: Williams & Connolly/Robert Barnett (202) 434-5034
rbarnett@wc.com
25 Twelfth Street, NW, Washington, DC 20005
Audio: Simon & Schuster Audio
British: Headline Home UK
Chinese (CC): The Walk
Chinese (SI): Citic
Korean: Daewon
Russian: Eksmo
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Logan Ury
HOW TO NOT DIE ALONE

EG
February 2021

A funny and practical guide to understanding – and overcoming – the hidden forces keeping you
from finding lasting love.
Have you ever looked around and wondered, “Why has everyone found love except me?” Choosing
a partner is harder now than ever before. A lasting relationship doesn’t just appear in your life—it’s
the culmination of a series of decisions, including when to get out there, whom to date, how to end it
with the wrong person, when to settle down with the right one, and everything in between. Often we
don’t understand why we make certain choices, and that leads to mistakes. And those mistakes thwart
us on our quest to find love.
Drawing from years studying psychology and relationships, behavioral scientist turned dating coach
Logan Ury reveals the faulty decision-making that prevent us from finding love. But awareness on
its own doesn’t lead to results. Knowing you shouldn’t date “bad boys” or “manic pixie dream girls,”
for example, doesn’t make them any less appealing—you have to
actually change your behavior. Ury shows you how.
This book focuses on a different decision in each chapter—from setting
up your dating app profile onward—and incorporates insights from
behavioral science, original research, hands-on exercises, and stories
about people just like you. It’s designed to transform your love life. How
to Not Die Alone will help you find, build, and keep the relationship of
your dreams.
Logan recently joined the popular dating app Hinge as their director of relationship science, and she
co-leads their new research lab, Hinge Labs. Hinge is excited about promoting Logan and the book,
and we'll have the opportunity to reach its over 1 million users.
Territory: World
1st Serial/British/Translation/Electronic Version/Audio: Simon & Schuster
Electronic Adaptation/Film: Janklow & Nesbit/Allison Hunter (212) 421-1700
ahunter@janklow.com
285 Madison Avenue, 21st Floor, New York 10017
Audio: Simon & Schuster Audio
British: Piatkus Books/Little Brown UK
Chinese (SI): Citic
Korean: Darun
Russian: Eksmo
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Christian Jarrett
PERSONOLOGY: How to Use the Science of Personality Change to
Your Advantage

TB
May 2021

Dr. Christian Jarrett, the founding editor of the British Psychological Society’s Research Digest blog
and a columnist for BBC Future, argues persuasively about the plasticity of
personality and provides a blueprint on how anyone can redefine their personal
and professional relationships.
In the book, Dr. Jarrett demonstrates how to first define your individual
personality profile. While there are numerous ways to define yourself, modern
psychology has weeded out all the redundancy in our descriptions, distilling all
the different variations in human character into just five main traits:







Extraversion: describes how receptive you are to experiencing positive emotions. In
turn, this affects how much you like seeking out excitement and company.
Neuroticism which describes your sensitivity to negative emotion and your levels of
emotional instability. If you worry a lot, if social slights hurt you,
if you ruminate about past failures and fret about upcoming
challenges, the chances are that you score highly on this trait.
Conscientiousness is about your willpower, how organized and
self-disciplined you are. If you like your house to be tidy and you
hate being late, you’re probably a high scorer.
Agreeability refers to how warm and friendly you are. If you’re patient and forgiving and
your first reflex is to like new people you meet, then you’re probably highly agreeable.
Openness is about how receptive you are to new ideas, activities, cultures and places. If
you dislike travel, opera and films with sub-titles, you’re probably a low scorer.
Once you get an accurate profile of who you are, Dr. Jarrett uses the latest
science to show how you can make lasting changes to your personality to
become the best person you want to be. The book will first offer a
personality quiz that helps readers define their traits and then provides a
blueprint for positive change.

Dr Christian Jarrett is a Senior Editor at Aeon on their and the
forthcoming Psyche digital magazine, covering psychology, mental
health, philosophy and more. He is the author of The Rough Guide To
Psychology and Great Myths of the Brain. 320 pages (tent) manuscript available
Territory: World except BCN/ANZ
1st Serial/Translation/Electronic Version/Audio: Simon & Schuster
British/Electronic Adaptation/Film: Inkwell Management/Nathaniel Jacks
(212) 922-0804; nathaniel@inkwellmanagement.com
521 Fifth Avenue, 26th Floor, New York 10175
British: Robinson Publishing UK
Chinese (CC): China Times
Chinese (SI): Citic
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Sean Flynn
WHY PEACOCKS

SM
August 2021

From critically acclaimed GQ correspondent Sean Flynn comes a humorous memoir that weaves
Flynn’s adoption of three peacocks with science writing and history about these rare creatures.

An intriguing mixture of memoir and reportage, the book tells the story of
how the author came to adopt three peafowl and traces the history of the
animal, with a cast of characters that includes 19th-century robber barons,
serial killers, poachers, the British monarchy, Flannery O'Connor and
Martha Stewart.
As Flynn takes readers along on his journey of being a peacock owner, he
touches on other issues such as the mystery behind The Peacock Throne, a
lost element of the Indian crown jewels and the
ancient temple of the Peacock Angel, a Yazidi deity said to have taught
humans the secrets of the world.
Sean Flynn is a critically-acclaimed correspondent for GQ. He has covered
such diverse topics as the Deepwater Horizon spill, the spread of Ebola in
Liberia, the shooting of Tamir Rice, heroin usage in rural Wyoming, and the
2011 massacre in Oslo, Norway.
Territory: World
1st Serial/British/Translation/Electronic Version/Audio: Simon & Schuster
Electronic Adaptation/Film: David Black Literary Agency/David Black
(718) 852-5500; dblack@dblackagency.com
335 Adams Street, Brooklyn, NY 11201
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David Pogue
HOW TO PREPARE FOR CLIMATE CHANGE

PP
January 2021

A practical and comprehensive guide to surviving the greatest disaster of our
time, from New York Times bestselling self-help author and CBS Sunday
Morning science and technology correspondent David Pogue.
In How to Prepare for Climate Change, David Pogue offers sensible, deeply
researched advice for how we should start to ready ourselves for the years
ahead. Pogue walks readers through what to grow, what to eat, how to build,
how to insure, where to invest, how to prepare your children and pets, and even
where to consider relocating when the time comes. He
also provides wise tips for managing your anxiety, as
well as action plans for riding out every climate catastrophe, from super
storms and wildfires to ticks and epidemics.
Timely and enlightening, How to Prepare for Climate Change is an
indispensable guide for anyone who wants to know how to make smart choices for the upheaval
ahead.
David Pogue is a columnist at The New York Times, host of seventeen science specials on
PBS NOVA, and the five-time Emmy Award–winning technology and science correspondent for CBS
Sunday Morning.
Territory: World
1st Serial/British/Translation/Electronic Version/Audio: Simon & Schuster
Electronic Adaptation/Film: Levine Greenberg Literary Agency/James Levine
(212) 337-0934; jlevine@levinegreenberg.com
307 Seventh Avenue, Suite 2407, New York 10001
Audio: Simon & Schuster Audio
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Amanda Ripley
HIGH CONFLICT

PP
August 2021

From the New York Times bestselling author of The Smartest Kids in the World comes a narrative
investigation into why people get lured into toxic conflicts and how to break free.
High Conflict draws from cutting edge science that breaks down the idea of
extreme conflict, the kind that paralyzes people and places, and then shows
how to escape it. Told through the stories of real people, the book
investigates how conflicts explode, and what happens when they do.
Ripley explains why people get trapped into high conflict—from couples
who spend decades in divorce court, to gang members fighting across
several generations, to Israelis and Palestinians locked in an 80-year war,
and to Colombia’s civil war that ranged for over 50 years. But Ripley
shows that high conflict is a behavioral system that works the same in every place, and how some
people have broken free.
Amanda Ripley is a literary journalist whose stories on human behavior and public policy have
appeared in Time, The Atlantic, and Slate and helped Time win two National Magazine Awards She
has appeared on ABC, NBC, CNN, FOX News and NPR and has spoken at the Pentagon, the U.S
Senate, the State Department and the Department of Homeland Security. She has also spoken at
conferences on leadership, public policy and education.
Territory: World
1st Serial/British/Translation/Electronic Version/Audio: Simon & Schuster
Electronic Adaptation/Film: Aevitas Creative Management/Esmond Harmswoth
(617) 262-2400; eharmsworth@zshliterary.com
545 Boylston Street, 11th Floor, Boston, MA 02116

The Smartest Kids in the World (2014) was licensed to 14 countries:
Arabic: Obeikan Education
Chinese (CC): Commonwealth
Chinese (SI): Citic
Japanese: Chuo Koron Shinsha
Korean: Bookie
Norwegian: Mime Forlag
Polish: PWN (Wydawnictwo Naukowe)
Portuguese (B): Três Estrelas
Romanian: Publica
Russian: Eksmo
Thai: WeLearn
Turkish: Tubitak
Ukrainian: Bionic University
Vietnamese: Alpha Books
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46.

Francine Russo
LOVE AFTER 50

PP
July 2021

This ultimate, comprehensive, and intimate guide will help you find and keep love after 50.





Love after 50 is the best kind of love there is. Studies have shown that you
are more emotionally stable, more focused on the present, and more tuned in
to your partner because life’s obligations are largely out of the way. You’ve
gotten over yourself, but you also know what you really need in a
relationship and what you can live without. This book is unique because it
believes that this is time to find love and to enjoy it. In Love After 50,
journalist Francine Russo has interviewed every expert in the field and
dozens of couples to help show the way. Because as with so many things in
life, it helps to be prepared, especially if life has scarred or scared you. The
book covers:
how to recover from the emotional damage of divorce, the grief of widowhood, or just the
fear of being intimate.
how to build realistic requirements for a partner and drop the fantasies
how to actually date and what attitude to bring to the experience
how to deal with (hostile) adult kids to make a blended family possible

Francine Russo is the author of They’re Your Parents, Too! She is a widely recognized journalist
who has covered the boomer beat for Time magazine for nearly a decade and authored the “Ask
Francine” column.
Territory: World
1st Serial/British/Translation/Electronic Version/Audio: Simon & Schuster
Electronic Adaptation/Film: Aevitas Creative Management/Jane von Mehren
(212) 765-6900; jvonmehren@aevitascreative.com
19 West 21 Street, Suite 501, New York 10010
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Brandy Shillace
MR. HUMBLE & DR. BUTCHER

MH
March 2021

The mesmerizing biography of a brilliant and eccentric surgeon and his quest to
transplant the human soul.
In the early days of the Cold War, a spirit of desperate scientific rivalry birthed a
different kind of space race: a race to master the inner space of the human body.
While surgeons on either side of the Iron Curtain competed to become the first to
transplant organs like the kidney and heart, a young American neurosurgeon had
an even more ambitious thought: Why not transplant the brain? Dr. Robert White
was a friend to two popes and a founder of the Vatican’s Commission on
Bioethics. He developed lifesaving neurosurgical techniques still used in hospitals
today and was nominated for the Nobel Prize. But like Dr. Jekyll before him, Dr. White had another
identity. In his lab, he was waging a battle against the limits of science, and against mortality itself—
working to perfect a surgery that would allow the soul to live on after the human body had died.
Mr. Humble and Dr. Butcher follows his decades-long quest into tangled matters of science, global
politics, and faith, revealing the complex (and often murky) ethics of experimentation and
remarkable innovations that today save patients from certain death. It’s an enthralling tale that offers
a window into our greatest fears and our greatest hopes—and the long, strange journey from science
fiction to science fact.
Transplanting the soul may sound impossible – or like science fiction -- but Dr. Sergio Canavero, the
protégé of this story’s protagonist, has declared that he is poised to perform the first human brain
transplant, perhaps as soon as within the year.
The manuscript for Mr. Humble and Dr. Butcher was awarded the prestigious Arthur P. Sloan
Science Foundation work-in-progress award. Schillace is a historian of medicine and the
critically acclaimed author of Death’s Summer Coat: What Death and Dying Teach Us About Life
and Living and Clockwork Futures: The Science of Steampunk.
Territory: World
1st Serial/British/Translation/Electronic Version/Audio: Simon & Schuster
Electronic Adaptation/Film: Dystel, Goderich & Bourret/Jessica Papin
(212) 627-9100; jpapin@dystel.com
One Union Square West, Suite 904, New York 10003
Russian: Alpina
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Barry Strauss
THE WAR THAT MADE THE ROMAN EMPIRE

RB
August 20021

The story of one of history's most decisive and yet little known battles, the Battle
of Actium in 31 BC, which brought together Antony and Cleopatra on one side
and Octavian, soon to be emperor Augustus, on the other, and whose outcome
determined the future of the Roman Empire.
Following Caesar's assassination and Marc Antony's defeat of the conspirators
who killed Caesar, there were only two powerful men left in Rome. Antony was
one; the other was Caesar's chosen heir, the young Octavian. Antony was
married to Octavian's sister, but he fell in love with the most powerful woman in
the world, Cleopatra, ruler of Egypt. Together they conspired to seize power and
rule Roman. Octavian and his close ally and able general Marcus Agrippa opposed them and yet
another civil war broke out in Rome. In the largest naval battle in the ancient world -- more than 600
ships and 200,000 men (and one woman) -- Octavian and Agrippa defeated Antony and Cleopatra off
the coast of Greece in 31 BC. Not long afterward Antony and Cleopatra committed suicide. And the
Roman Empire began.
Barry Strauss, professor of history and classics at Cornell University, is a leading expert on ancient
military history. He has written several books, including The Battle of Salamis, The Trojan War, The
Spartacus War, Masters of Command, The Death of Caesar, and Ten Caesars.
Territory: World
1st Serial/British/Translation/Electronic Version/Audio: Simon & Schuster

Electronic Adaptation/Film: Cathy D. Hemming Literary Agency/Cathy Hemming
(212) 691-9726; cathy_hemming@verizon.net
37 West 20th Street, New York 10011
Ten Caesars (2019)
Bulgarian: Ciela Norma

Chinese (SI): Dook Media Group
Italian: Giuseppe Laterza & Figli
Korean: Kachi
Portuguese (P): Bertrand
Romanian: Polirom
Russian: Olymp Business Publishers
Serbian: VulkanSpanish (W): Edhasa
Spanish: Edhasa
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Sheldon Pearce
CHANGES

SM
June 2021

An intimate, comprehensive oral history of Tupac Shakur, the greatest rapper who ever lives, by New
Yorker writer Sheldon Pearce
.
Though it’s been twenty-five years since his death, Tupac’s music remains as vital as ever. Pearce
interviews more than 100 people who knew Tupac—family,
friends, teachers, business associates and contemporary entertainers
and activists to tell the fascinating story of how Tupac, the son of a
prominent Black Panther, rose from a promising arts school student
to a background dancer with the group Digital Underground then
went on to become a chart-topping rapper, a celebrated actor and an
outspoken critic of racism, police brutality and America’s
incarceration epidemic.

Pearce portrays Tupac in all his complexity and contradiction, emphasizing a dichotomy of nobility
and debauchery. Changes chronicles the tumultuous years, when Tupac shot an off-duty police
officer, was charged in two other assault cases, and was convicted of first-degree sexual abuse. The
book explores partnership with Death Row Records to produce the chart-topping “California Love”
and inflame the East Coast-West Coast hip-hop feud, his miraculous recovery after being shot five
times in an attempted Manhattan robbery in 1994, and his drive-by murder in Las Vegas in 1996,
which still remains unsolved.
Territory: World
1st Serial/British/Translation/Electronic Version/Audio: Simon & Schuster
Electronic Adaptation/Film: LoTurco Literary/William LoTurco (917) 575-0177
wlliam@loturcoliterary.com
215 E 115th Street, New York 10029
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William M. Arkin
THE GENERALS HAVE NO CLOTHES

PP
April 2021

The definitive book about the perpetual wars America is involved in and how the
American people can take back control of the military from bestselling author,
military expert, and award-winning journalist William M. Arkin.
Former NBC News analyst William M. Arkin has served in the Army and has
covered all of America’s wars over the past three decades. The book traces how
we got where we are—bombing ten countries, killing terrorists in dozens more—
all without Congressional approval or public knowledge. Arkin explains why
President Obama failed to achieve his national security goal of ending war in Iraq
and reducing our military engagements, and shows how President Trump has been
frustrated in his attempts to end conflict in Afghanistan and Syria. He also reveals how COVID-19 is
a watershed moment for the military, where the country’s civilian and public health needs clash with
the demands of future wars against China and Russia, North Korea and Iran.
Proposing bold solutions, Arkin calls for a new era of civilian control over the military. He also calls
for a Global Security Index (GSX), the security equivalent to the Dow Jones Industrial Average,
which would measure the national and international events in real time to determine whether
perpetual war is actually making the nation safer.
Territory: World
1st Serial/British/Translation/Electronic Version/Audio: Simon & Schuster
Electronic Adaptation/Film: William M. Arkin warkin@igc.org
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Josh Hawley
THE TYRANNY OF BIG TECH

NS
July 2021

Josh Hawley, the senator and former attorney general of Missouri, provides a bracing argument
against the infiltration of Big Tech into our everyday lives and traces the roots of how we got here.
Hawley argues that big tech—Facebook, Google, Amazon, Apple— has
become largely unaccountable and unregulated, and the repercussions to our
country are vast. They exert control over our daily lives, collect private
information by any means necessary, and regulate the news and information
consumers rely upon. Hawley also traces the history of corporations,
demonstrating how we arrived here and how we can go forward.
Senator Hawley is incredibly qualified to write on this topic. As the attorney
general of Missouri, he initiated the first lawsuit in the nation against Google
and Facebook for their privacy and censorship practices. He continues his
David and Goliath fight as senator against big businesses and tech companies.
Territory: World
1st Serial/British/Translation/Electronic Version/Audio: Simon & Schuster
Electronic Adaptation/Film: Javelin Group/Matt Latimer and Keith Urbahn
(703) 490-8845; keith@javelindc.com and matt@javelindc.com
203 South Union Street, Suite 200, Alexandria, VA 22314
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Richard Marx
MORE THAN JUST A MULLET

SM
July 2021

A humorous and insightful memoir by the Grammy Award-winning musician responsible for some
of the 80s and 90s biggest hits.
Richard Marx’s self-titled 1987 debut album went triple platinum and made him the first male solo
artist (and second solo artist overall after Whitney Houston) to have four singles from their debut
crack the top three on the Billboard Hot 100. His follow-up, 1989’s
Repeat Offender, was an even bigger hit, going quadruple platinum
and landing two singles at number one on the Billboard chart. He’s
since released ten more albums, toured with Ringo Starr, shared a
Song of the Year Grammy with Luther
Vandross, and written songs for and with a
variety of artists including NSYNC, Josh
Groban, Michael Bolton, Olivia Newton John
and Keith Urban. Lately, he’s also become a
Twitter celebrity thanks to his expletive-laced outspokenness on
politics and his ability to hilariously out-troll his trolls.
In More Than Just a Mullet, he uses this same straight-talking style and sense of humor to look back
on and assess his career. He writes of how Kenny Rogers changed a single line of song he’d written
for then asked for a 50% cut—which inspired Richard to write one of
his debut
album’s breakout singles. He tells the uncanny story of how he wound
up curled
up on the couch of Olivia Newton John, his childhood crush, and
watching
Xanadu with her. He also tells an utterly honest story about the music
business as
he’s experienced it over the past three decades and counting—the
challenges
of navigating greedy label executives, shady managers, grueling tour
schedules,
and the rewards of connecting with thousands of audience members
that make
all those shenanigans worthwhile.
Territory: World
1st Serial/British/Translation/Electronic Version/Audio: Simon & Schuster
Electronic Adaptation/Film: TourDForce Productions/Diarmuid Quinn
diarmuid@tourdforce.com
9014 Melrose Ave, West Hollywood, California, 90069
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SIMON & SCHUSTER FICTION
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Megan Miranda
SUCH A QUIET NEIGHBORHOOD

MSR
July 2021

From the New York Times bestselling author of The Girl From Widow Hills and The Last House
Guest—a Reese Witherspoon Book Club selection—comes a riveting suspense novel about a
shocking murder in an idyllic and close-knit neighborhood
There was no warning that she would come back.
Welcome to Hollow’s Edge. A private and idyllic neighborhood, one where
neighbors know each other, celebrate graduation and holiday parties
together, and look out for one another. But after the sudden deaths of
Brandon and Fiona Truett, there’s another version of Hollow’s Edge,
simmering underneath. One where everyone is trapped with each other,
suffocated by their trial testimonies, their versions of the facts. And now, the
woman they put away is back.
Two years earlier, Ruby Fletcher was convicted of murdering Brandon and
Fiona Truett by carbon monoxide poisoning. Neighbors had testified, calling
her a grifter, a thief, a sociopath. Now, freed by mistrial, Ruby is back at
Hollow’s Edge as if nothing has happened. When she waltzes into the home where she once lived
with Harper Mills, Harper is shocked. And afraid. What does Ruby want? And more importantly,
why would she possibly return to a place that doesn’t want her?
As Ruby’s return reminds the community of the murders, the neighborhood reinstates nightly
watches. Vigilant or afraid? Everyone wants to know why Ruby would come back. If it’s for
revenge, who is the target? Soon terrified neighbors turn on each other once more. And it becomes
clear that not everyone told the truth about that night. When Harper begins receiving threatening,
anonymous notes, she realizes she has to uncover the truth before someone else – maybe even she –
gets hurt.
Filled with the signature shocking twists that are Megan Miranda’s trademark, Such a Quiet
Neighborhood is Megan Miranda’s best novel yet– a twisty and nearly locked-box thriller that will
keep you turning pages late into the night.
Megan Miranda is the New York Times bestselling author of All the Missing Girls, The Perfect
Stranger, The Last House Guest, and The Girl From Widow Hills.
352 pages; manuscript due December 2020
Territory: World
1st Serial/British/Translation/Electronic Version/Audio: Simon & Schuster
Electronic Adaptation/Film: Greenhouse Literary Agency/Sarah Davies (571) 758-5615
Sarah Davies: sarahd@greenhouseliterary.com
4035 Ridge Top Road, Fairfax, VA 22030
Audio: Simon & Schuster Audio
British: Atlantic Books UK
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THE GIRL FROM WIDOW HILLS (June 2020)
(3 printings for a total of 75,000 copes – last printing September 2020)
Miranda flaunt[s] her considerable talent for jaw-dropping, yet believable, twists. Even jaded
readers might not see this one coming. An unusual heroine anchors this creepy, fast-paced
chiller. This is Miranda’s best book yet." —Kirkus Reviews
"Miranda, a best-selling author of thrillers for both adults and YAs, sprinkles the presentday narrative with transcripts and reports from Olivia’s past, building suspense with startling
plot twists that lead to a stunning climax. Another compulsive page-turner from an
accomplished author." —Booklist
British: Atlantic Books UK
German: Penguin Verlag
Polish: Znak
Russian: Eksmo
Spanish: Tini Casa

THE LAST HOUSE GUEST (June 2019)
Hardcover: 4 printings for a total of 101,580 copies
Paperback: 3 printings for a total of 115,000 copies; last printing September 2020
This searing small-town thriller from bestseller Miranda (The Perfect Stranger) explores the
complexities of female friendship and the picturesque fictions that money can buy...Sharply
drawn characters both ground and elevate the bombshell-laden plot, while evocative prose
heightens tension and conjures place. Miranda delivers a clever, stylish mystery that will seize
readers like a riptide.”—Publishers Weekly (starred review)
“The narrative, which flips between 2017 and 2018, grows increasingly tense as Avery, who is
a surprisingly reliable narrator, gets closer to the truth...Most compelling are the class tensions between
Littleport's year-round residents and the seasonal, moneyed tourists as well as the elusive nature of memory
and the intricacies of friendship. An evocative…thriller.”—Kirkus Reviews
British: Atlantic Books UK
German: Penguin Verlag
Hungarian: Libri Kiado
Italian: Piemme
Polish: Znak
Romanian: Corint Books
Russian: Eksmo
Spanish: Tini Casa
Vietnamese: Corint
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ALL THE MISSING GIRLS (June 2016)
hardcover: 7 printings for a total of 51,500 copies
paperback: 16 printings for a total of 637,000 copies (last printing September 2020)
"Fiendishly plotted...Miranda convincingly conjures a haunted setting that serves as a
character in its own right, but what really makes this roller-coaster so memorable is her
inspired use of reverse chronology, so that each chapter steps further back in time,
dramatically shifting the reader's perspective."
— Publishers Weekly, starred review
“Extremely interesting…a novel that will probably be called Hitchcockian.”
—The New York Times Book Review
British: Atlantic Books UK
Croatian: Znanje
Czech: Euromedia
Dutch: Uitgeverij De Fontein
Estonian: Kirjastus Gallus
French: Editions de La Martiniere
German: Penguin Verlag
Hebrew: Korim
Hungarian: Agave Konyvek
Indonesian: Noura
Italian: Piemme
Japanese: Futami Shobo
Lithuanian: Kitos Knygos

Polish: Znak
Portuguese (B): Verus Editora
Portuguese (P): Topseller (20/20 Editora)
Romanian: Corint Books
Russian: Exmo
Slovak: Ikar
Slovenian: HKZ
Spanish: Malpaso
Thai: Jamsai
Turkish: Indigo Kitap
Vietnamese: 1980 Book

THE PERFECT STRANGER (April 2017)
hardcover: 2 printings for a total of 65,000 copies
paperback: 5 printings for a total of 175,800 copies
mm paperback: one printing for a total of 206,400 copies
"…Miranda, who moved into the adult market with All the Missing Girls, proves she isn't a
one-hit wonder with this exciting thriller. Its twisty tale with many layers--a little romance,
great writing, and an awesome story line--will keep psychological suspense fans turning the
pages." --Library Journal
"Solid plot... An entertaining read." --Kirkus

British: Atlantic Books UK
Czech: Euromedia
French: Editions de La Martiniere
German: Penguin Verlag
Hebrew: Korim
Hungarian: Agave Konyvek
Latvian: Agpads
Lithuanian: Kitos Knygos

Polish: Znak
Portuguese (P): Topseller (20/20 Editora)
Russian: Eksmo
Slovenian: HKZ
Turkish: Indigo Kitap
Ukrainian: Old Lion
Vietnamese: 1980 Books
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Alex Berenson
THE POWER COUPLE

SM
February 2021

A fast-paced, globe-trotting thriller about marriage and the dangerous secrets
spouses keep from bestselling author and Edgar Award winner Alex
Berenson. When their college-aged daughter is abducted on a European family
vacation, Brian and Rebecca Unsworth -- both U.S. intelligence staffers -- race to
find the kidnappers and keep their fragile marriage intact.
The couple decide to take their two teenage children, Kira and Tony, on a
European vacation to celebrate their 20th anniversary. The trip is wonderful until
one night in Barcelona when Kira doesn't come home from a dance club. Using
their intelligence contacts, Rebecca and Brian search the city's nightlife district,
and ultimately discover their daughter has been abducted. The kidnappers demand $2 million in
ransom. But as the Unsworths race to collect and deliver the money, they realize the criminals'
motives are more complicated. They also realize that their marriage is even more tenuous than they
thought. In the meantime, Kira, uncertain if anyone is coming to her rescue, devises a plan to escape.
The Power Couple combines a twisty page-turning plot with a nuanced look at modern marriage--the
challenges of balancing career and parenthood and sex and intimacy. Rebecca and Brian Unsworth
are tasked with keeping the country safe. But is it worth it if they can't protect their own family?
Berenson's first novel, The Faithful Spy, won the Edgar Award for Best Debut Novel, beating out
Gillian Flynn's Gone Girl. His books since have been similarly championed by critics. The Chicago
Sun-Times calls Berenson "one of the best espionage writers in the genre today," and Kirkus has
compared his work to John LeCarre. He is also the author of the non-fiction book Tell Your
Children.
Territory: World
1st Serial/British/Translation/Electronic Version/Audio: Simon & Schuster
Electronic Adaptation/Film: Williams & Connolly/Robert Barnett (202) 434-5034
rbarnett@wc.com
25 Twelfth Street, NW, Washington, DC 20005
Audio: Simon & Schuster Audio
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Melanie Gideon
THE INVITATION

MSR
August 2021

A psychological suspenseful novel about a friendship ruptured by obsession, secrets, and betrayal,
with shocking twists that don’t stop until the very end by the author Wife 22.
In this school, everyone has secrets—even the Mommies. When Gemma, a young widow, lands her
daughter Bee a scholarship to an elite private school in the Bay Area, she
is thrilled. When Ruth, a wealthy divorcee, meets Gemma and Bee –
another single mom and daughter duo, she quickly claims them as her
prize. A friendship quickly forms between the two families: Gemma and
Bee depend on Ruth’s wealth, and Ruth and Marley rely on Gemma and
Bee’s social contacts with the other moms and kids. But as the years go
by, Gemma can’t shake the feeling that she’s accruing an increasingly
unpayable debt.
The Invitation is a relentless psychological page turner about obsession,
secrets, betrayal. As the book toggles between Gemma, Ruth, Marley,
and Bee, we learn each one is hiding something – and that in these
families, secrets are very well kept – until the very last page.
Territory: World
1st Serial/British/Translation/Electronic Version/Audio: Simon & Schuster
Electronic Adaptation/Film: Peters Fraser + Dunlop/Elizabeth Sheinkman,
London 44(0)20 7344 1000; esheinkman@pfd.co.uk
55 New Oxford Street, London WC1A 1BS, UK
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RJ Hoffman
OTHER PEOPLE’S CHILDREN

MSR
April 2021

A riveting novel told from multiple perspectives about the heartbreak and
emotional devastation that occurs when an adoptive couple's agreement with
the teenage biological mother of their infant daughter goes horribly awry.
The Durbins struggled with infertility for years until their dream to adopt a
child is realized and a young teenage woman agrees to have the Durbins
adopt her child. But the teenager’s mother intervenes and shortly
afterwards, the Durbins are told Carli has changed her mind and won’t sign
the final consent papers. This sends everyone on a brutal collision course
while the novel uncovers issues of heartbreak, loss, class and trust. Told
from multiple perspectives, Hoffman’s portrays the hopes, fears, and dreams
of each character in a riveting tale where there are no villains and the reader can fully sympathize
for each character.
The novel is based upon the author’s award-winning short story, “The Binder”, winner of The
Madison Review's 2018 Chris O'Malley Prize for Fiction. An excerpt from the novel was named a
finalist for The Missouri Review’s 2019 Jeffrey E. Smith Editors Prize and was published by The
Baltimore Review. His writing has been nominated for a Pushcart and also recently appeared in
The Sun, Harpur Palate, The Roanoke Review, Booth, and Lunch Ticket, among others.

Territory: World
1st Serial/British/Translation/Electronic Version/Audio: Simon & Schuster
Electronic Adaptation/Film: Harvey Klinger (212) 581-7068
harvey@harveyklinger.com
300 West 55th Street, Suite 11-V, New York 10019
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Ian Bremmer
THE CRISIS WE NEED

ED
December 2021

Political scientist Ian Bremmer presents his counterintuitive views on the post-COVID world and
describes “the best possible worst-case scenario” we now face and what we must do to protect
against its condsequences – or even benefit from them. He asserts that if we take action now, we’ll
come out of this to a better world.
Global politics move in cycles. Rather than running their course over 7
to 8 years, like economic cycles, they play out over generations. Every
geopolitical cycle must be dealt with in its own way, a product of its
particular time and challenges. We were already on the downside of a
bust cycle when coronavirus invaded our lives. In a bust cycle, global
risks are higher than ever. And that was before a black swan event
called COVID-19 came suddenly, dramatically escalating the risks we
face. Bremmer here assesses how the world is changing at this hinge
moment of history. The book will touch upon key themes with a special
focus on the following:








China who smells opportunity and, four months after 5 million residents left Wuhan before
quarantining, is already on the path of returning to work with factories expected to be
running at 70% capacity by May.
Europe, where several countries will be slowly digging out from crisis and struggling with a
substantially larger underclass and possibly renewed questions about the viability of the
euro.
Asia, where Singapore, South Korea, Taiwan and Hong Kong have all responded quickly
and systematically to the pandemic. As we move towards regionalization of supply chains
post-crisis, Asia is going to see a lot more gravitational pull.
The Developing World, where 85% of the “informal economy” doesn’t have a bank account
and where emerging markets don't have the fiscal capacity to respond to disruption. There
especially, international support will be inadequate and we should be very concerned.

Ian Bremmer is president of Eurasia Group, the world's largest political risk consultancy. He has
written for the Financial Times, the Harvard Business Review, The Wall Street Journal, the Los
Angeles Times, and The New York Times, and has authored or edited five books including The J
Curve. He is a columnist for Slate, a contributing editor at The National Interest, and a political
commentator on CNN, Fox News, and CNBC.
Proposal available
Territory: World
1st Serial/British/Translation/Electronic Version/Audio: Simon & Schuster
Electronic Adaptation/Film: ICM Sagalyn/Rafe Sagalyn (240) 802-2760; rafe@sagalyn.com
2 Wisconsin Circle, Suite 650, Chevy Chase, MD 20815
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Brad Stone
AMAZON UNBOUND

SF
September 2021

Renowned journalist and the bestselling author of The Everything Store examines Amazon’s
ascension to one of the most successful companies of all time – and provides an in-depth look at its
founder Jeff Bezos – the richest person on the planet and the subject of intense controversy.
Much has changed since The Everything Store was published in 2013.
Amazon has become much more than a retailer. It introduced the
world to Alexa, which reshaped the way we interact with technology,
and has impacted fields as varied as AI, cloud computing, the grocery
business, film and TV, and more. It has become a force in China and
India, expanded into selling millions of products, and became a global
mega-company that now owns the Washington Post.
With characteristic rigor, insight and wit, Stone explore the company’s
ongoing successes and failures and deconstruct its strategies for
growth. He also gives us a close, intimate look at the man behind this colossal giant and in doing so
poses the ultimate question: Is Amazon good for us?
Manuscript due January 2021
Territory: World
1st Serial/British/Translation/Electronic Version/Audio: Simon & Schuster
Electronic Adaptation/Film: United Talent/Pilar Queen (212) 651-5505
queen_p@unitedtalent.com
888 7th Avenue, 9th fl., New York 10106
The book has been pre-empted in ten languages.
British: Simon & Schuster UK
Chinese (CC): Commonwealth
Chinese (SI): Citic
Dutch: Prometheus
German: Ariston
Italian: Hoepli
Japanese: Nikkei
Mongolian: Arvis
Portuguese (B): Intrinsica
Russian: Progress
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Heather Berlin, PhD, MPH
THE FINE ART OF LOSING CONTROL: How to Master a Rebellious
Brain and Put It to Work for You

SF
April 2022

A tour of the science of impulse control that shows readers what happens when the “impulse” and
“control” areas of the brain go out of balance, leading to many of the self-destructive behaviors.
Not all impulses are destructive of course. The impulse to stand up and
scream along with everyone else in the stadium
when your team scores a winning goal, and the
impulse to stand up and scream at your boss during a
staff meeting are divided only by a few brain circuits
that assess context and social consequences. The
book uses modern neuroscience and psychology to
show how the brain processes impulses. Dr. Berlin
shows how the brain works, why impulses
sometimes lead us astray, and what you can do to take control of your own
thoughts and behavior, and make your brain work for you.
Heather Berlin is a neuroscientist and professor of psychiatry at Mount Sinai and hosts Startalk with
Neil DeGrasse Tyson and the PBS series Science Goes to the Movies.
Proposal available

Territory: World
1st Serial/British/Translation/Electronic Version/Audio: Simon & Schuster
Electronic Adaptation/Film: Levine Greenberg Literary Agency/James Levine
(212) 337-0934; jlevine@levinegreenberg.com
307 Seventh Avenue, Suite 2407, New York 10001
Pre-empted in five countries:
British: Penguin Life UK
Chinese (SI): Citic
Hebrew: Matar
Japanese: Ushio Shuppansha
Spanish (W): Urano
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David DeSteno
HOW GOD WORKS

ED
November 2021

A pioneering psychology professor at Northeastern draws on his own research and others’ to show
why a wide variety of religious practices and rituals are so beneficial to those who follow them – and
potentially to anyone, regardless of their faith (or lack thereof).
In its ongoing efforts over the last few millennia to sculpt the mind and move the heart, religion
might be considered the first form of psychology – a way to understand, alter, and otherwise help the
mind navigate life’s travails. Religious traditions offer a rich store of ideas about what human beings
are like and how we can satisfy our deepest moral and social needs. For thousands of years, people
have turned to religion for guidance about how to conduct themselves,
how to co-exist with others, how to live meaningful and fulfilled lives –
and how to accomplish this in the face of the many obstacles in our lives.
We now know that meditation reduces hostility and increases compassion.
Buddha knew that centuries ago. How we deal with grief can be found in
various religions and psychology has shown how this practices have a
scientific basis. Likewise, we realize that when people have a sense of
community with each other (a major part of many rituals), they are bound
together deeply in emotional terms. Ancient cultures have used such
ritualized movements to reinforce community for centuries.
The book leads readers on an adventure of discovery and self-discovery that reveals how religious
practices help our minds meet the challenges of life.
David DeSteno is the author of Emotional Success, The Truth About Trust, and co-author of Out of
Character. He frequently writes for The New York Times, The Atlantic, Harvard Business Review,
The Washington Post and The Los Angeles Times.
Proposal available. 288 pages.
Territory: World
1st Serial/British/Translation/Electronic Version/Audio: Simon & Schuster
Electronic Adaptation/Film: Levine Greenberg Literary Agency/James Levine
(212) 337-0934; jlevine@levinegreenberg.com
307 Seventh Avenue, Suite 2407, New York 10001
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Andrew Huberman
SEE, BREATHE, MOVE: Ten Tools to Optimize Performance
and Increase Happiness

ED
February 2022

Stanford professor of neurobiology draws on new research from his own lab and elsewhere to show
readers how to tap into their nervous system to decrease anxiety, heighten motivation, and boost
energy -- faster than traditional routes like willpower, meditation, or medication.
Professor Huberman provides exercises that revolve around sight, breath, and movement, allowing
readers to control, and even capitalize on, their stress. Huberman has
worked extensively with Navy SEALs and others in high stress
environments, using these tactics to help them adapt and excel under
pressure. These techniques aren’t limited to elite warriors or athletes;
they’ve been proven to work quickly for anyone, anywhere, at any
time.
Andrew Huberman is an award-winning neurobiologist and the
Principle Investigator and Lab Head of the Huberman Lab, part of the
Department of Neurobiology at Stanford School of Medicine. Under
his direction, the lab created a state-of-the-art virtual reality platform for probing the neural
mechanisms underlying pathologic fear and anxiety.
Territory: World
1st Serial/British/Translation/Electronic Version/Audio: Simon & Schuster
Electronic Adaptation/Film: Levine Greenberg Literary Agency/James Levine
(212) 337-0934; jlevine@levinegreenberg.com
307 Seventh Avenue, Suite 2407, New York 10001
British: Simon & Schuster UK
Chinese (SI): Beijing Xiron
Japanese: Kobunsha
Korean: Maven
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Lisa Olivera
HEALING IS FOR EVERYONE

EG
November 2021

Practicing therapist and Instagram personality Lisa Olivera's HEALING IS FOR EVERYONE, a
handbook about identifying, understanding, and reframing your story, bringing tools and practices
out of the therapist's office and into readers' hands.
Olivera’s original three-part program shows readers how to get in touch with their own story,
identify how that story continues to show up in their life and hold them back,
and unravel the story so they can grow, change, heal, and find a better way of
living. Her message carries through the pages of her book: Healing is
for everyone--not just those privileged enough to afford therapy or exclusive
workshops and retreats--and once we heal ourselves, we begin to heal our
relationships, our communities, and our world.
Through the graphics and writings she shares on her popular Instagram
account, Lisa has become known for her unique, relatable, and visual
approach to mental health and emotional growth. Followers, influencers, and fellow therapists
frequently praise her refreshing presentation of the deep inner work that's growing increasingly
important in our modern world.
Territory: World
1st Serial/British/Translation/Electronic Version/Audio: Simon & Schuster
Electronic Adaptation/Film: Present Perfect Agency/Laura Lee Mattingly
Lauralee@presentperfectdept.com
3876 Brighton Avenue, Oakland, CA 94602
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John Koenig
THE DICTIONARY OF OBSCURE SORROWS

ZK
November 2021

Based on a popular YouTube site, The Dictionary of Obscure Sorrows is a compendium of invented
words written by Koenig. These invented words, mostly stitched together from parts of other
languages, give a name to feelings we all might experience but don't have a word for.
Koenig has spent the last seven years writing an original dictionary of made-up words, The Dictionary of
Obscure Sorrows, which fills gaps in the language with hundreds of new
terms for emotions. This collection seeks to restore sadness to its original
meaning (from Latin satis, "fullness") by defining moments of
melancholy that we may all feel, but never think to mention -- deepening
our understanding of each other by broadening the emotional palette,
from avenoir, "the desire to see memories in advance," to zenosyne, "the
sense that time keeps going faster." Each entry is a collage of word roots
borrowed from languages all around the world. Some entries are even
beginning to enter the language outright. Hundreds of new words were
created for the book.
Koenig’s TEDTalk has 1,860,035 views since its debut in February 2016. It has been translated into 36
languages.
Territory: World
1st Serial/British/Translation/Electronic Version/Audio: Simon & Schuster
Electronic Adaptation/Film: ICM/Heather Karpas (212) 556-5600
Heather.karpas@icmpartners.com
65 East 55th Street, New York 10022
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David Copperfield
DAVID COPPERFIELD’S MUSEUM OF MAGIC

PP
October 2021

Emmy Award-winning illusionist David Copperfield provides a history of
magic told through 25 of the artifacts housed in Copperfield’s secret,
invitation-only museum, including 16-century manuals on sleight-ofhand, Houdini’s handcuffs, and coins that once magically passed through
the hand of Abraham Lincoln. David Copperfield has been hailed as the
greatest living magician in the world. A few awards:
 First living illusionist to be honored with a star on the Hollywood
Walk of Fame
 He was knighted by the French government
 He received the Living Legend award from the United States
Library of Congress
 He has been named Magician of the Century and Magician of the
Millennium.
 His face graces the postage stamps of six different countries, making him the only living
magician to receive this honor.
 His television specials have won 21 Emmy Awards of a total 38 nominations
 He has earned 11 Guinness World Records,
 Copperfield received Frances’s Chevalier of Arts and Letters, the first one ever awarded to
a magician
A historian of his art, Copperfield founded The International Museum and Library of the Conjuring
Arts which is not opened to the public. The museum is now home to over 25,000 books and
100,000 artifacts including 16th-century manuals on sleight of hand, Houdini’s straightjackets and
handcuffs, Orson Welles’ Buzz Saw Illusion and the only known recording of Houdini’s voice –
preserved on the original Edison wax cylinders. The book makes this available to readers for the
first time.
Approximately 60-75 4/c images throughout
288 pages.
Territory: World
1st Serial/British/Translation/Electronic Version/Audio: Simon & Schuster
Electronic Adaptation/Film: PEW Literary Agency/Patrick Walsh
patrick@pewliterary.com
46 Lexington Street, London W1F OLP
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Cliff Bleszinski
UNTITLED ON THE GAMING INDUSTRY

SM
February 2022

A rollicking, insider’s account of the video-game industry by Cliff Bleszinski, one of the most
famous video game designers in history. Reminiscent of Anthony Bourdain’s Kitchen Confidential
with the cultural importance of Brad Stone’s The Everything Store, the book pulls back the curtain
on the birth of Epic Games and the unprecedented rise of the $150 billion
global industry that was the first to fuse technology and entertainment.
Cliff Bleszinski reveals the behind-the-scenes events that created Gears of
War (which helped propel the Xbox in sales and stature) and the Unreal
Engine (the programming-code base that now powers a huge swath of today’s
games. Readers watch as the Chinese move in and the half-trillion-dollar tech
colossus Tencent moves to acquire a majority stake in the industry.
If you’re a gamer – and there are 2.2 billion of them worldwide – you know
Bleszinski. For 20 years, he was the brilliant, charismatic rock star developer
and design director at Epic Games, where he played key roles in three transformative
milestones in gaming – the creation of Unreal,1 Gears of War2 and Fortnite3 – and
helped the company grow from an upstart fresh from the founder’s parents’ garage to
a $15 billion industry giant. Bleszinski designed his first video game at 11 years old,
and went to work for Epic Games when he was 18 and the company was being run
out of a North Carolina garage. In this book, he takes readers inside the industry and
also speaks out about violence in video games, the lack of diversity in the industry, and concerns that
video games are harmful to kids.
Today Bleszinski is producing for Broadway plays and has had success with Hadestown which won
8 Tony Awards, and the new version of “Frankie and Johnny in the Clair de Lune” which stars twotime Oscar nominee Michael Shannon and Audra McDonald.

•

Territory: World
1st Serial/British/Translation/Electronic Version/Audio: Simon & Schuster
Electronic Adaptation/Film: United Talent Agency/Albert Lee (212) 651-5534
albert.Lee@unitedtalent.com
888 7th Ave 9th Floor New York NY 10106
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MASTERS AT WORK

Choosing a profession begins with imagining yourself in a career. The Masters at Work series,
written by acclaimed long-form journalists, uses stories of real practitioners in the field. These
guides offer fascinating real-life anecdotes about someone who has mastered a profession,
allowing each book to impart practical knowledge about the risks and rewards of the jobs we long
to have.
Territory: World
1st Serial/British/Translation/Electronic/Audio/Film: Simon & Schuster
Specs: 128 pages, 5x7

Alex Abramovich
BECOMING AN INTERIOR DESIGNER

SR
March 2021

A revealing guide to a career as a social worker written by acclaimed journalist
Alex Abramovich and based on the real-life experiences of three distinguished
social workers—required reading for anyone considering a path to this profession.
Becoming a Social Worker takes you behind the scenes to find out what it’s really
like, and what it really takes, to become a social worker. Acclaimed author Alex
Abramovich shadows three distinguished social work professionals to reveal how
this compassionate field changes lives. Discover what it’s like to tirelessly
advocate for victims of domestic violence and sex trafficking, investigate
accidental drug overdose deaths in New York City, and assist clients in a full–time private practice.
Gain insight from these social worker’s paths as they offer wisdom and insight from their years of
service.
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Kate Bolick
BECOMING AN INTERIOR DESIGNER

SR
January 2021

A revealing guide to a career as an interior designer written by New York
Times bestselling author Kate Bolick and based on the real-life experiences of the
cofounders of the acclaimed Brooklyn firm Jesse Parris-Lamb.
Becoming an Interior Designer takes you behind the scenes to find out what it’s
really like, and what it really takes, to become an interior designer. This artful
profession combines visionary creativity and taste with architecture, engineering,
and business savvy. Bestselling author Kate Bolick shadows founders Amanda Jesse
and Whitney Parris-Lamb to show how this dream job becomes a reality. Visit their
studio as they as they map out new projects. Watch as they inject beauty and atmosphere into open
air lofts and historic brownstones. Decide on the perfect shade of blue that will complete a serene
reading room. Gain professional wisdom as Bolick traces the founders’ paths to prominence, from
attending design school and starting a studio, to building top-tier clients and planning landmark
redesigns.

Jacqueline Detwiler-George
BECOMING A CRIME SCENE INVESTIGATOR

SR
APRIL 2021

A revealing guide to a career as a crime scene investigator written by acclaimed
journalist Jacqueline Detwiler-George and based on the real-life experiences of the
CSI team at the Baltimore police department.
Jacqueline Detwiler-George shadows the crime scene investigators of the
Baltimore Police Department to show how this job becomes a reality. Forensic
science is an essential component of any criminal investigation. CSI evidence can
tip the scales of justice during trials, helping to free the innocent and convict the
guilty. Discover what it’s like to process a crime scene by collecting evidence, documenting via
photos, dusting for fingerprints, and analyzing blood spatter. Confront the gruesome realities of the
job, tour their in-house crime labs, and watch as they process results.
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Kyle Dickman
BECOMING A CLIMATE SCIENTIST

ES
June 2021

A revealing guide to a career as a climate scientist, written by acclaimed author
Kyle Dickman and based on the experiences of Cathy Wilson, a preeminent
researcher studying permafrost in the Arctic—required reading for anyone
considering a path to this profession.
Accurate climate science is more important than ever before. Climate scientists use
both field research and algorithms on super computers to predict the climate of our
changing world. Acclaimed Outside magazine editor Kyle Dickman shadows
climate scientist Cathy Wilson and her team, who work in the far reaches of Alaska’s northern tundra
and in the national research labs in Los Alamos, NM, to reveal how this dream job becomes a reality.
Shadow top climate scientists to see how they measure snowfall, assess the defrosting of the
permafrost, and determine the water content of soil down to 1 mm accuracy. Learn how the growth
of one shrub can affect a whole ecosystem and how models can predict the future of our fastchanging planet.

Boris Kachka
BECOMING A FILM PRODUCER

SR
April 2021

A revealing guide to a career as a film producer written by acclaimed author Boris
Kachka and based on the real-life experiences of Academy Award–winning
producer Fred Berger and Oscar-nominated producer Michael London.
Bestselling author and critic Boris Kachka shadows Academy Award–winning
producer Fred Berger and Oscar-nominated producer Michael London to show how
this dream job becomes a reality. At the center of any successful film is a talented
producer. Producers bring films to life by assembling the major players—from
screenwriters, directors, and talent, to, perhaps most importantly, the money. Gain
insight and wisdom from Berger and London’s years of experience producing films ranging from the
indie darlings Sideways and Milk, to Academy Award–winning blockbusters like La La Land.
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Ariel Leve
BECOMING A THERAPIST

SR
August 2021

The latest entry in the Masters At Work series is a revealing guide to a career as a
therapist written by writer Ariel Leve and based on the experiences of renowned
psychotherapist Dr. Rick Perlman.
Therapy encompasses a vast array of trained medical professionals who treat
patient’s mental health. Dr. Fredrick Perlman is a renowned thirty-year veteran
who practices privately on the Upper West Side of Manhattan where he works
with patients using classical Freudian psychotherapy. Award-winning author and
journalist Ariel Leve shadows Dr. Perlman to reveal how this highly specialized
profession becomes a reality. Dr. Perlman’s practice helps patients access unconscious thoughts, heal
trauma, and release repressed emotions and experiences. Gain wisdom and insight from Dr.
Perlman’s years of distinguished experience, from medical school to practicing one of the twentieth
century’s most controversial therapy methods.

Armand Limnander
BECOMING AN EVENT PLANNER

SR
January 2021

A revealing guide to a career as an event planner written by W
Magazine executive editor Armand Limnander and based on the real-life
experiences of powerhouse event planner Bronson Van Wyck—necessary
reading for anyone considering a path to this profession.
Becoming an Event Planner takes you behind the scenes to find out what it’s
really like, and what it really takes, to become an event planner. Bronson Van
Wyck, founder of the award-winning event firm Van Wyck & Van Wyck, treats
his events as works of art. Bronson designs luxury celebrations with unparalled
glamour, beauty, and style. His clients include Dior, Condé Nast, Rolex, Vogue,
Gwyneth Paltrow, Beyoncé, and the Obamas. Follow along as Armand Limnander shadows Bronson
as he produces a marquee event: the New York Arts Organization Creative Time’s Gala.
Finally, discover Van Wyck’s path to prominence as you gain wisdom and insight from on every
detail from design and production to event organization, guest list management, and art direction—
here and learn how the job is performed at the highest level.
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Gary Rivlin
BECOMING A SPORTS AGENT

SR
February 2021

This entry in the Masters At Work series is a revealing guide to a career as a
sports agent written by Pulitzer Prize–winning journalist Gary Rivlin and based
on the real-life experiences of several top agents.
The book takes you behind the scenes to find out what it’s really like, and what
it really takes, to become a sports agent. Rivlin shadows some of the best
agents in sports to show how this dream job becomes reality. Behind every
high-profile athlete—in football, baseball, basketball, and more—is an agent.
Learn the ins and outs of scouting, contract negotiation, licensing, brand
building, and more.
Takeaway invaluable lessons as you follow the paths of top-tier agents, from legendary pioneers like
Leigh Steinberg, who represents star quarterback Patrick Mahomes, to Don Yee, who represents
Tom Brady, to Matt Sosnick, whose client list includes baseball rookie sensation Pete Alonso. Rivlin
uncovers the realities of this cut-throat business, from discovering unknown talent to securing multimillion-dollar deals.

Jeff Wilser
BECOMING A FIREFIGHTER

SR
March 2021

A revealing guide to a career as a firefighter written by acclaimed author Jeff
Wilser and based on the real-life experiences of the heroes of the St. Louis fire
department.
Becoming a Firefighter takes you behind the scenes to find out what it’s really
like, and what it really takes, to become a firefighter. Wilser imbeds with one of
the oldest departments in the country, the St. Louis Fire Department, to show how
this high-stakes profession becomes a reality. Discover what it’s like to fight a
three-alarm blaze; attend fire academy; prepare for routine calls; and rigorously
train for worst-case scenarios. Gain professional wisdom from the beloved fire chief as well as a
decorated 25-year veteran field commander.
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